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Mark Holmes has spent nearly 15 years as an integral part of the culinary teams at a

series of Michelin Guide-rated restaurants in California as well as renowned

restaurants in Texas. Holmes brings his celebrated talents to The ‘Quin House as the

Head Chef of Café Q, our European-inspired dining concept.

Holmes’ operational expertise combined with his passion for menu design, precision

and execution make the perfect recipe for Café Q where Holmes oversees the

culinary program behind our all-day restaurant. Holmes works closely with our Head

of Culinary, Jean-Paul (J.P.) Lourdes to awaken the senses through infusing the

flavorful, light cuisines and techniques reminiscent of the Mediterranean. In Holmes’

creations at Café Q, whether day or night, ingredients are carefully chosen and

designed to shine on their own while seamlessly contributing to the overall

masterpiece. Café Q’s culinary program is rounded out by an artisan bread program,

freshly squeezed fruit and vegetable juices as well as premier sourcing from

sustainable farms and purveyors, practices that are paramount to Holmes’ approach.  

A progressive chef who excels in butchery, Holmes most recently served as the Chef

de Cuisine at Nancy’s Hustle (Houston, TX). At Nancy’s Hustle, a modern bistro,

Holmes oversaw restaurant operations from recipe development to kitchen

recruitment and team-building in the high-volume restaurant recognized as one of

Esquire magazine’s “Most Important Restaurant Openings of the Decade.” Prior to

his time in Texas, Holmes spent four years in San Francisco honing his craft at

Michelin star restaurants including State Bird Provisions, Aster and Lazy Bear.

Before his move to the West Coast, Holmes spent five years in some of Austin’s top

kitchens. 

A Texas native, Holmes moved to Mexico at the age of nine before returning

stateside in 2005 to attend the Texas Culinary Academy Le Cordon Bleu (Austin, TX)

from which he holds an Associate of the Arts & Sciences degree in Culinary Arts. 


